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WASHINGTON: Consumer sentiment in the United States
is riding high on a tide of good economic news, despite
political turmoil at home and inflamed geopolitical tensions
abroad. Analysts say con-
sumers remain confident
despite catastrophic
storms, deepening political
alienation, violent marches
and talk of war-things that
might otherwise make
households cut spending
and hunker down for safe-
ty-because such events are
far from their day-to-day
economic lives.

“In the past year, there
has been a long list of issues that could have derailed con-
sumer confidence, including the unprecedented partisan
divide, North Korea, Charlottesville, as well as the hurri-
canes,” Richard Curtin, chief economist at the University of

Michigan’s Surveys of Consumers, said Friday in a statement.
Curtin released the university’s twice-monthly index of con-
sumer sentiment, which slipped 1.6 points between August

and September but
remained elevated even
though three hurricanes
had struck US territory in
the space of a month.
“Confidence has nonethe-
less remained very favor-
able,” he said. In the first
nine months of the year, the
index even hit its highest
level in 17 years.

“One of the reasons
Americans can be opti-

mistic is the extent to which many of these events have not
affected what they are able to do and what they are not,”
Frederick Wherry, a professor of sociology at Princeton
University, told AFP. According to Edward Berkowitz, pro-

fessor of history and public policy at George Washington
University, the deadly violence at a far-right march in
Charlottesville, Virginia in August was “not a major enough
event to influence the national psyche or interrupt economic
trends.”

Consumers do have reasons to be optimistic. The econ-
omy grew by 3.1 percent in the second quarter, its fastest
pace in nearly two years, and unemployment, currently
estimated at 4.4 percent, is at historically low levels.

A place to ‘practice freedom’ 
The economic devastation of Hurricanes Harvey, which

slammed into Florida and Southeast Texas in a two-week
period, “was quite small and has already begun to fade,”
according to Curtin. For the fourth straight month, con-
sumers also reported improving personal finances, he added.
Two thirds of homeowners surveyed, the highest level in ten
years, also reported rising property values. “Historically peo-
ple enter the marketplace as a place for practicing our free-
dom,” said Wherry.

“The marketplace becomes a refuge for us here in the
US.” Confident consumers with rising incomes spend more.
Consumer spending is a prime driver of growth in the
world’s largest economy and Curtin estimates it will grow
by 2.6 percent this year and in the first half of 2018.  But
according to Berkowitz, a few weeks of rising gasoline or
grocery prices could reverse the trend and “contribute to
an overall sense that the economy, and the nation itself, are
sputtering.”

Berkowitz said it would be wise to wait before conclud-
ing that current confidence levels are sustainable. “I would
say stick around and see what happens,” he added.

Tom Smith of the University of Chicago’s National
Opinion Research Center said consumer sentiment surveys
were narrowly focused and should not obscure broader
public opinion. “Given the objective economic situation and
the narrow focus of the measures you mention, I am not sur-
prised that they had generally been positive,” he told AFP.
“But the other measures tell us that these consumer confi-
dence measures are only part of the larger picture.”—AFP

Storms? North Korea? Trump? 

Americans keep calm and go shopping
WASHINGTON: Shoppers coming out of a supermarket in Washington. American consumers remain confident despite catastrophic storms, deepening political alienation, violent
marches and talk of war. — AP

HARARE: Driving to work last week, Dennis Zhemi found
his usually busy neighborhood garage in the Zimbabwean
capital Harare deserted and a forecourt attendant sig-
nalling “no fuel”. For Zhemi, it was a worrying sign that
Zimbabwe’s chronic economic collapse could be heading
for another vicious downwards spiral of basic shortages,
hyperinflation and social chaos. Zhemi’s heart sank as he
drove on, hoping to refuel at the next station, but at least
40 other cars were queueing on the side of the road
towards the petrol pumps. “Immediately, I was reminded
of 2008 when we slept in fuel queues and I prayed silently
that we don’t return to those days,” the 43-year-old
human resources consultant told AFP. He left his car at the
garage as he did not have enough fuel to reach his office,
and caught a bus to work.

A decade ago, hyperinflation in Zimbabwe wiped out
personal savings, left shops empty and made it all but
impossible to buy a tank of petrol or daily groceries.
Inflation peaked at 500 billion percent before the national
currency was abandoned in a favour of the US dollar, and
the economy never recovered. Fears of a repeat of those
desperate days have grown in recent weeks in Zimbabwe,
and panic-buying has seen prices rocket.

Worthless money? 
The stockpiling has been driven by a collapse in confi-

dence in the parallel “bond note” currency that was
launched by 93-year-old President Robert Mugabe’s gov-
ernment nearly a year ago.

Bond notes dispersed by banks and ATMS are in theo-
ry worth the same as the US dollar, but consumers worry

the currency could be rendered worthless like the old
Zimbabwe dollar that was scrapped in 2009. “We are
already witnessing shortages of basic commodities,” Peter
Mutasa, president of the Zimbabwe Congress of Trade
Unions, told AFP.—AFP
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JEDDAH, Saudi Arabia: Virgin airlines founder
Richard Branson will invest in a Red Sea project that
aims to turn 50 Saudi Arabian islands into luxury
tourism destinations, the Saudi government
announced yesterday.

Branson is the first international investor to com-
mit to the project, Saudi Arabia’s information min-
istry said, in what officials called “a clear sign that
Saudi Arabia is opening its doors to international
tourism”.  Branson also visited the tombs at Madain
Saleh-an UNESCO World Heritage site located near
a string of new hotels-in a trip to the Gulf kingdom
that appears to be aimed at attracting further inter-
national attention, both investment and tourism.

“This is an incredibly exciting time in the coun-
try’s history and I’ve always felt that there’s nothing
like getting a firsthand impression,” Branson said in a
statement released by the information ministry.
Saudi Arabia is one of the most conservative coun-
tries in the world, only last week passing a decree
allowing women to drive.—AFP
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HARARE: This file photo taken on November 28, 2016 shows a man holding bond notes
released by the Reserve Bank Of Zimbabwe in Harare central business center. — AFP
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